
-Three biggest lies on now world- 2010/10/12,13

The US government was behind the 9/11 attackes.Without biggest extravagant and

debt nation(USA),global economic growing is impossible(total debt＝total current

asset).The extravagances(increasing GHG) caused global climate change crisis.

Now the leaders in USA,Japan,.. has been concealing the facts(the liares).

[1]:Ahmadinejad UN speech sparks walk-outs

24 September 2010 Last updated at 06:17 GMT

⑴http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-11402101

US and EU delegates walk out during President Ahmadinejad's UN address

The US and other Western delegations walked out in protest during a speech by

Iran's president at the UN, in which he said most people believed the US

government was behind the 9/11 attacks.

⑵http://kenya.world-countries.net/archives/28895

The Iranian president said there was a theory that “some segments within the US

government orchestrated the attack to reverse the declining American economy and

its grips on the Middle East,in order also to save the Zionist regime.

“The majority of the American people as well as other nations and politicians

agree with this view,” he declared to the astonished chamber.

⑶Not the Zionist,but the military-industry-CIA-complex(the Nazist).

In Middle East,Palestinian has been against Israel the Zionist since end of world

war the 2nd,so they misunderstand their real enemy(the Nazist historically and

severely suppressed the Zionist in Europe in order to deport them and make a

device of Israel in Middle East).The Nazist conspired to make wars among peoples

of the old testament(Israel and Arab).Both Israel and Iran misunderstand their

real enemy.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-11402101
http://kenya.world-countries.net/archives/28895


⑷Being of the virtue in European(how to conqure mutual hatred).

Israel was made by the hateful European(the NAZIst),but it's also true that

suppressed Jewish people could survibe and could get higher status in today due to

European who loved them.Above all,Christianity(Jewish culture) has been longly and

widely accepted in Europe and many other nations. Certainly European percecuted

them,while they generously allowed assimilation in European,so therefore also

Israeli must do assimilate with Arabian by mutual exchanging in Middle East.

[2]:Barack Obama condemns Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's UN speech

25 September 2010 Last updated at 00:24 GMT

⑴http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-11408794

Barack Obama: "It was offensive. It was hateful".US President Barack Obama has

described as "hateful" and "offensive" the claim by Iran's President Mahmoud

Ahmadinejad that most people believe the US government was behind the 9/11 attacks.

⑵http://911blogger.com/news/2010-09-25/barack-obama-condemns-mahmoud-ahmadinejads-un-speech

[3]:9/11 facts(Who are actual liares !):

WTC towers never be crashed in such dramatical way only by attacking of remote

controlled airplanes,but by the speciall bombs previously and secretely setted.

見ればわかる９・１１研究.

⑴http://doujibar.ganriki.net/00menu.html

Scholars for 9/11 Truth & Justice

⑵http://stj911.Org/

Scholars for 9/11 Truth & Justice Statement Against Violence and Racism

⑶http://www.journalof911studies.com/

Aluminothermics Use at the WTC:Essays by Jim Hoffman

⑷http://911research.wtc7.net/essays/thermite/index.Html

The AE911Truth online slide show presentation is available in 4 lengths:

⑸http://www2.ae911truth.org/ppt_web/ppt_selection.php

Speak the truth about 9/11.

"A time comes when silence is betrayal."-Martin Luther King-

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-11408794
http://911blogger.com/news/2010-09-25/barack-obama-condemns-mahmoud-ahmadinejads-un-speech
http://doujibar.ganriki.net/00menu.html
http://stj911.org/
http://stj911.org/nonviolence.html
http://www.journalof911studies.com/
http://911research.wtc7.net/essays/thermite/index.html
http://www2.ae911truth.org/ppt_web/ppt_selection.php


⑹ARCHTECTS & ENGINEERING for 9/11 TRUTH.

http://www.ae911truth.org/

1333 verified architectural and engineering professionals and 10014 other

supporters including AE students have signed the petition demanding of Congress a

truly independent investigation.

⑺President Obama who tell lie on the most serious historical disaster never could

be genuine leader,which indicates something collapse not only for American,but for

all.Above all,suppressing on liberty right of speech & writing became more severe

since beginning of the democrats government in both USA and Japan.Now it become

easier to comprehense that the outrageous tyranny of Bush goverment(9/11 and the

Middle East illegal invasional wars)might be aimed real exchange of the world

regime by right wing ?.But it is that Obama(Hatoyama and Kan)governments who had

destroyed the rare big chance of exchanging the world.In conspiracy world,fact

frequently become upside down in order to conspire mass deception in amateure

people who tend to believe stubornly mass opinion.It is them who belong to the

actual conservative hereditary regime(Rockfeller and EU-Japan imperials).

⑻USA after world war the 2nd had become reincurnated Nazis imperial nation.

http://www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-World-Wide-Deception.pdf

[4]:Global economic collapse facts(Who are actual liares !):

⑴Total debts＝Total current assets:The zero sum theorem in account.

This is a pure theorem in account.Buyer's payment＝seller's income,debtor's cash

income＝own debt account,so any commercial dealing never increase or decrease

total currency asset.Cash supply by a central bank is own proper debt which must

be cancelled to zero by debtor repayments in someday.

☞:Yes,central bank could cause "hyper-inflation" by printing mess cashes.

⑵Economic growing never could be without increasing debt＝asset,or economic

collapse never could be without decreasing debt＝asset(the world state now).

assetdebt

http://www.ae911truth.org/
http://www.ae911truth.org/news/41-articles/138-verification-team-assures-a-sound-foundation.html
http://www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-World-Wide-Deception.pdf


hot equator

⑶To decrease debt,evidently rich must be also decreased.

But a plutocratic nation used to increase goverment's debt,which would cause more

difficulty in reliefing people in future livelihood panic by government payment.

⑷Basicly,advanced nation has no market grwoing.Because,due to its definition,an

advanced nation is rich enough for their essential supply and demand.Thus they

endeavor to make junk market(for empty but harmful vanity competetion).The global

capitalism today has been floundering for their life extension by inertia and

pride of the past glory.Global ecomic growing became possible by the biggest USA

debt<<⑵>>.However the unique kernel traction power of USA had been lossed in

2008(Lehman bankrupcy,etc).Now no nation want be the biggest debtor.

[5]:Global climate crisis facts(Who are actual liares !):

Above mentioned empty and harmful junk market has been increasing Green House

effect Gas(GHG).In 2007 Valencia,IPCC announced final warnning toward the world.

Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes Anthropogenic warming could lead to some

impacts that are abrupt or irreversible, depending upon the rate and magnitude of

the climate change{p53}.http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf

In this 2010,global people encountered abnormal hot and cold climate change which

caused terrible disasters in many nations(big fires in Russia,big floods in Chaina

& Pakistan,outrageous cold winter in South America).These are caused by increasing

heat exchange between hotter equator and colder north & south pole.Heat up ocean

fluid flows from higher temperature zone to lower one(both poles)by thermodynamics

2nd low.Then the both pole must push-out cold fluid to outer zone(fluid amount

balance).Note that climate is dominated mainly by ocean surface temperuature.

<<coarse interpretaion on the big fluctuated hot and cold climate>>

surplus heat input(＝radiative forcing)caused by GHGs

Push & pull fluctuating forces are genetated among hot input and cold output.
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http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf


Even though co-being of hot and cold climate,global averaged temperature is rising.

And then who are causing boiling oceans(＝the 99% global heat capacity)?.

Yes we are !!.GHG increasing has been causing global heat surplus,therefore,at

first,GHG must be decreased(or solar ray input-itself must be decreased,or...).

And GHG could be absorbed by land and marine(alga1)) forestization.

1)This proposing was cited from science dairy in recent October(＜10).

*Space science and engineering center(University Wisconsin's recent data).

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/sst/latest_sst.Gif

*Global Temperature Fact.

http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt

[6]:Option on the capitalisim to hell,or on life the first strategy.

For global reliefing,at least,discussion on the facts must be made. Many leaders

in the world will not discuss on the facts. Maybe,they fear the difficulty of

exchanging the world regime dominated by {rich the hereditary and his subordinate}.

Especially the powerful leaders of USA and Japan must be responsible for the facts.

Because,they hand known,but on the contrary,they endeavor to conceal the facts.

Then established mass-media & research-education society(scientist on economy and

on climate)with them are mass deception device for people.They are mere subs of

malicious conspiracical plutocracy the hereditary<emperor Rockfeller with their

friends)and worry own status now,but not on huge people's livelihood in near

future.Conclusionary to tell,the global capitalism regime must be exchanged to way

for co-living for all(life the first).If not so,the world would cause hell by

struggles among peoples in disasterous future state(operation END GAME).

*http://www.prisonplanet.com/

*http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf

*What will climate change do to our planet?:This is our future-famous cities are

submerged,1/3 of the world is desert,the rest struggling for food & fresh water.

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece

The next COP16 in Mexico would be a final chance to turn the dying world.Also

military men should join,observe and disucuss the final reliefing methods for

global co-live in Mexico.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/
http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/sst/latest_sst.gif
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt
http://www.prisonplanet.com/
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece


[7]:All people should become "soldier" under renewed UN Global Army.

,however not for making wars,on the contrary,but for against the climate change

crisis for global peace.A soldier is certificated to eat,sleep,and join enjoyment

by nation and serve emergent necessary works without fee.This may be most

effective regime against the crisis.The International General Head Quater(IGHQ)

should research and make operations against the crisis.

Abobe all,emergent recovery of the great mother nature(land,marine & atomosphere)

is necessary by anyhow.Because disasters are entirely caused from man-made

destructions on nature.A man made something(modern civilization) is always

lifeless(except agriculture). Mankind must recognize it from bottom of their heart.

*PS:Chile miner rescue likely to begin Wednesday(9 October 2010).

http://www.thestar.com/news/world/article/873257--chile-miner-rescue-likely-to-begin-wednesday

A miracle rescue in Chile copper mine !,suggesting something strong hope!.

http://www.thestar.com/news/world/article/873257--chile-miner-rescue-likely-to-begin-wednesday

